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In every American community there is no more meaningful story of 
social progress, social conflict and accomodations than can be found 
in the life and ex periences of the forebarers of the community. There 
is something inspiring in the hardships as well as progress of the 
people who labor to set up a culture pattern, whether it be superior or 
inferior to the general cultural pattern of the American way of life. 
Every community has its problems, rither peculiar or similar to the prob­
lems of other localities, but definitely shaping the life and culture of 
its people. This chapter presents facts and opinions of scholars who 
made studies of relationships within communities, showing their influ­
ence upon the economic and social life of a people. It further shows 
the setting of this study, the problem involved, scope and limitations, 
method used , and its significance. Since the early days of civiliza­
tion the adjustment of a minority group into an astablished cultural 
pattern has been considered a problem of great enough magnitude to at­
tract the attention of many scholars and writers, and much research 
has been done in that field. Such studies of relationships involve com­
petition, cooperation, toleration, mutual enlightment, symbiosis and the 
field concerned with them most is human ecology. This study follows in 
the same line. It seeks to picture in a fairly concrete way the patterns 
of relationship that exist between operators and laborers in rice cul­
ture, and to determine whether these relationships bear a racial dif­
ference. 
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THEORETICAL STATEMENTS AND RESEARCHES 
UF OTHER SCHOLARS 
Opinions and findings vary according to the experiences of the 
writers and localities of their studies as well as to the time they 
were written. In this chapter the theories are related on the basis 
of the experiences of the writers, beginning with those which more or 
less serve as a background for the concepts involved. Those related to 
the Negro as a cultural group vary from the unfavorable to the more fa­
vorable expressions. The researches are recorded in chronological order. 
Theoritical Statements of Othei Scholars: Since the dawn of Greek 
culture scholars have been able to conceive of a relationship between 
things. These relationships were characterized by either cooperation, 
competition or conflict. 
Plato, in his "Republic" recognizes reciprocal needs as a basis 
for division of labor. The frequent analogies between the rulers and 
other kinds of workmen are in truth more than analogies. For Plato they 
afford a basis for a general analysis of all association of men in 
groups. Aristotle adds his principle that the existing function of one 
social group depends upon the existence of another which by nature is 
superior or inferior. In the "Laviathan", Hobbes expanded the theory 
that society is held together by utility. Montesquieu, building on 
Aristotje's theory of dependency of one thing on another, developed 
the concept of "nature of relations of things". He pointed out that 
every thing has its way of behaving in relation to other things that 
are in the nature of them."'" 
r_ 
George H. Eabme, A-History of Political Theory. (New York: Henry 
Holt and Company, 1937) p. 35-40. 
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Mai thus1 theory of population relativity advances the idea that 
population increases facter than production, therefore results in 
"struggle". His theory furnished a basis for Charles Darwin's prin­
ciple of survival of the fittest. Writers since Darwin have stretched 
his theory to the extent that social reform movements became popular. 
The suffering of the class most numerous and perhaps most essential 
to society has been recently so excessive that the minds of philan­
thropists have been struck with necessity of finding a remedy for it. 
Men have proposed, under the name of cooperation, a completely new or­
ganization of society which would substitute corporate for personal in-
2 
terest. 
Dissociation as well as association can be expressed in terms of 
social distance: competition, contravention, and conflict signify­
ing increasing social distance. They also imply a "gradual increase 
of definitely antagonistic activity". Competition, the least disso­
ciative of the three processes, may be defined as the general social 
process comprising the dissociative tendencies inseparably connected 
with efforts on the part of persons or plurality patterns to attain 
an identical objective. The opjects in view are drawn from every field 
of activity. Competition refers not only to goals, but also "as an in­
ter-human relation". It involves not only dissociative influences, but 
also tendencies toward association sufferance, compromise, advance, 
5 or even adjustment. 
2 v 
Donald 0 'Wagner, Social Reforms, (hew York: The MacMillan Co.,1947) 
p. 83 
3 
Harry E. Barnes, An Introduction to the History of Sociology. 
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1948) p. 278. 
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It is the general tendency of the white group in America to re­
gard the Negro as a problem. We have a race problem, not in the sense 
that a purity of Negroid traits has given the colored person a unique 
biological nature, but rather that being all or part Negroid in appear­
ance has given him a condition of "high visibility" which enables otiiers 
to identify him and place him in a special position in society. What 
it means then, to be a Negro, is determined to a large extent upon the 
way a community regards a Negro and the way a Negro regards himself. 
To a great extent the basis for the type of adjustment existing be­
tween Negroes and whites is attitude. The attitude might be one hand­
ed down from generation to generation. It may have no valid foundation 
or it might have been acquired through experience. 
Common criticisms of Negroes as workers and as individuals are as 
follows: (1) "Too great a lack of interest in their own welfare which 
is reflected in their daily duties", (2) "They must be cautioned and 
closely supervised. Only skilled laborers posess the good qualities of 
thrift, dependability, trust, etc." (3) There is a tendency for Ne­
groes to make excuses to get part of their wages in advance of the re­
gular pay day". (4) "Young Negroes are less dependable than one forty 
years or older". (5) Negro labor has proven more desirable than Mexi­
can, but there is room for improvement.̂  
The Negro is partly responsible for the general impression he has 
made while attempting to live in the American social order. He, too, 
—— - — 
Cee: Robert l>. Sutherland, Color. Class and Personalitv. p. xv; 
Evon E. Vogt Jr., "Social Stratification in the Midwest", Rural 
Sociology, Volume XXII: Dec. 1947. pp. 364-375; John A. Davis, 
"The Negro Outlook Today", Survey Graphic. Volume XXXI: Nov. 1942. 
pp. 500-503; Robert C. Weaver, Negro Labor, p. 22. 
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should concentrate upon the real economic and social policies which 
effect him in order to secure greater security in labor practices. 
During World War II, many whites were placed in positions where 
it was necessary to learn the Negro as an individual. In an open let­
ter written by a white army officer, dated May 7, 1944, the "New Type 
Picture" of the Negro question is presented. He writes, "If I had the 
slightest idea that I could reform this or any other group of men, I 
have been disillusioned. We must, with ourselves, having found that 
we are less then they, help them with understanding, tolerance and 
charity.^ 
Researches of Other Scholars: In a research recorded by Mukerjee, 
involving the inhabitants of the Ganges delta in central Bengal, it 
was revealed that the ecological process of supply and distribution of 
resources governs the size and character of human community. The con­
centration of population in a given area leads to exhaustion and loss 
of fertility of the soil and reacts unfavorably upon both economic con­
dition and social ?/ell-being of people. Man, tree and water cannot be 
regarded as separate and independent. It is their inter-working that is 
discernible on the topography of the land and on the manners and life 
of men. It is the natural balance of man with organic and inorganic 
matter around hum that provides hope for security, well-being and pro 
gress. 
Social institutions have a spatial base and arise and function in 
response to changing conditions of movement and comprtition. The corn-
Major E. Cembell Johnson, 19th Annual Conference of Negro Land Grant 
College Report, November 16, 1947. 
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munity inculded in this study is a diverse area with its own type of 
people, institutional activities, physical characteristics, standards 
of life, attitudes, and traditions which form a basis for compiling 
data. Natural areas are not the result of plan or design, but come in­
to existence es e part of a dynamic, emerging pattern of adjustment. 
Both physical and human elements are included in the study of human re-
g 
lations: symbiotic and personal. 
Other researches serve as a historical background for developing 
certain phases of this study. Beginning with Louis Moore's "Wage Earn­
ers Budget", on wages and living conditions of laborers, numerous stud­
ies followed in rapid succession. Early studies attempted to compute 
the cost of living at subsistance level. These budgetary studies paved 
7 the way for researchers of a more specific nature. According to Green 
and woodson, in 1390 the American Negro was primarily an agricultural 
worker. The United States Bureau of Census showed that 1,728,552 or al­
most three-fifths of the total Negor population were either farmers or 
farm laborers. The proportion remained constant until about 1910. This 
concentration in agriculture was directly related to the concentration 
of the population of the population in the South. After 1910 the migra­
tion trend was away from the farm. The causes listed were: (1) dislike 
for agricultural labor, (2) work was hard, hours were long and in many 
instances treatment was brutal, (5) many whites attempted to apply the 
contract labor system. Negroes being ignorant of implications involved 
left as the only mea.ns of escape known to them. In 1912 it was esti-
g 
Radhakamal Mukerjee,"Social Ecology in a River Valley", Sociology 
and Social Research. Volume XII: Jan. 1928. p. 341. 
7 
John R. Commons, History of Labor in the United States. (New York: 
The Mac Milan Co., 1936) p. 62. 
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mated that a quarter of a million were being held by operators on la­
bor contracts.® Farm operators of the Negro race showed a steady in­
crease. 1890 there were 590,666 Negro operators and in 1910, there 
were 897,000. These Negro farmers, however were not all farm owners. 
They were of two classes farm owners and tenant farmers. After 
1910 magration northward reached an alarming stage. Some efforts were 
made to check this exodus through the formation of Negro co-operative 
f 
societies, which bought large holdings of land and parceled them out to 
Negroes. Increase in Negro tenants soon folowed. They were of two types: 
cash-share tenants ana share tenants. Because of their lower standard of 
living some (cash-share tenants) were able to pay cash for the rent of 
pent of their land and share the crop off the remainder. In the case of 
the sh re tenent, the amount of the crop taken would depend upon whatthe 
laborer was able to furnish. If the tenant furnished nothing but labor, 
the operator received two-thirds of the crop. On the eve of World War 
I, there were 2,881,454 Negroes listed as agricultural workers. By 1918 
the number had decreased 24.5 percent. The causes facilitating this 
decrease were: (l) demand for laborers in factories in the North and 
West, (2) decline of cotton industry, (3)low wages for farm labor, (4) 
impact of Klu Klux Klan and unfavorable social relations,discrimination 
and injustices in court. Farm operators decreased from 218, 612 in 1920 
to 194,540 in 1925. The National Conference of Social "Workers, in 1935 
revealed a more 'wholesome attitude toward rural problems.J 
Lonzo J. Green and Carter G. <?oodson, The Negro w re Earner. (Vfe.sfl­
ing ton, D. C.: The association for the Study of' Negro Life and His­
tory, 1956) p. 253. 
"Ibid. pp. 59, 63 
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Later researches sought to reveal the importance of rural community 
planning in developing a finer rural culture, sustaining the life of the 
nation and in avoiding complete social chaos. Social groups should be 
drawing closer together through common education, rather than accentu­
ating differences end setting culture in opposition to culture. Solutions 
come through emancipation from prejudices and intelligent acceptance of all 
men for their worth, not by federal legislation. More recent figures 
released by the United States Bureau of Agriculture revealed that the 
average farm laborer was paid ̂ 565 wages during the year of 1947. In 
relation to the increase in costs of living, farm laborers occupy a 
substandard economic status. Godlscbmidt pictures withered rural commu­
nities, class conflict and social chaos which the National Agricultural 
program has made worse, in its effort to adjust. Therefore, in spite of 
what might appear to be rural progress, the rural laborer is not a free 
man, economically and socially.̂  
10 
See: Green and Woodson, op. cit. p. 205; Johnson, Lmbree" and ilex-
ander, The Collapse of Cotton Tenancy, pp. 6-57; Robert C. Weaver, 
-i.egro Labor, p. 21; Richard Sterner, The Negroes1 Share, p. 5; J. B. 
Gwin, "Community Relations", Social Forces. Vol. IV: May 1926. p.105. 
... 0. McCulloch, "The Negro Studies Himself", Journal of Negro hnu-
cation, Vol. XII: 1954. pp. 154-8; Walter Goldschmidt, As You Sow. 
p. v, 2a0; E. E. Teyreau, "The Community Status of Farm Labor", 
Sociology and Social Research. Vol. XXVII: Sept. 1942. pp. 12- 21. 
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DEFINITION OF PROBLEM 
It is obvious that farmers have witnessed marked progress during 
the past few years. A part of this progress is reflected in their so-
cio—economic status, referring to the possession of such conveniences 
as cursj electricity, radios, etc. This progress is also shovm by the 
increase in the number of trucks and modern farm implements. Negro farm 
operators as well as whites have shared in this new economic status, but 
tlie problem of reaching a "min imum standard of living" still exists in 
many sections. The increase in minimum requirements decreases the stan­
dard of living, and the extent to which social welfare has been able 
to off-set the general low standard has varied with administrative pol­
icies t nd relationship patterns of individual communities. 
Statement of the Problem: This study is designed to make a com­
parative analysis of relationship patterns existing between Negro and 
white farm operators, and between operators and laborers in the Gar­
wood rice farming section, Colorado County, Texas. The analysis will 
be based on these questions: 
1. tohat is the nature of the relationship between the Negro farm 
operator and the white farm operator? 
2. Is there a difference in the type and extent of relations be­
tween the Negro operator and laborer, and that of the white operator 
and laborer? if there is, what is the nature of the difference and 
to what extent does the difference exist? ' 
The comparison will be made on the basis of (1) wages paid, (2) 
working condition's and (5) accomodations offered. The basis for com-
y parison of relationship patterns of Negro and white operators are: 
10 
(l) attitudes, (2) standards of living, (b) caste and class policy and 
(4) accomodations in spring the factors of production. 
In this study the term "farm operator" will include four types of 
farmers: (1) full owners, or those who own the land which they farm; (2) 
part owners, or those who own part of the land and rent additional; (3) 
managers operating farms for owners, receiving wages or salaries and (4) 
tenants, who operate on rented land only. This group will include cash 
pay renters, croppers who share the crop with land owners, and others 
who pay cash for part of the land and share their crop for the remainder. 
In 8 "caste society" persons axe born into one -roup or another, and 
by vivture of being so pitced and regardless of personal merit, they 
have certain limitations. There is very little nobility from one level 
to another. Because of some external label, like color, more shape or 
statute, it is pointed out and used to hold in their place those who are 
11 
born in a given level. 
Our racial caste system has its roots in slavery, but it thrusts its 
contemporary tentacles into every crevice of our social structure. Its 
origional purpose was to keep the non-whites in an inferior position. 
Generally speaking, the attitudes of whites, ranging from friendly pater­
nalism to hatred and hostility, tend to recognize a caste status in which 
all whites are in one way or another superior to ail Negroes, who in 
turn must in no respect be superior to any whites; while the reciprocal 
attitudes which Negroes must assume in order to survive in a. caste-con-
12 
trolled society tend to recognise this subordinate status. 
rr 7 
Fobert L. Butherlend, Color. Class and Personality. (Washington, D. C.: 
American Council on Education, 1942) p. 2. 
12 
Buel Gallagher, Coxor and Conscience. (New York: Harper and Bro., 1946) 
p. 2,3. 
il 
social stance is not so much a matter of "where" as of "how" one stands. 
A Negro may climb from grinning subservience to quiet dignity; but if he 
must continue to observe the lines in his contact with white persons,he 
continues to feel the bars as of prision confining him. Race attitudes 
in America are formed not so much through or because of contacts with 
other races as through contact with tne prevailing race attitude. 
In a "class system" there is also a social hiearchy and those up 
above feel superior to those down below. The difference between the two 
system of stratification is in that the mobility from one level to another 
is far greater in the class system and the separation is less rigid. Even 
m exclusive social circles, high position has bee attained in part through 
personal effort. Although family background is of importance, individual 
attairraents, economic and otherwise, count for more. 
scope , nd Limitation of Problem-. The Garwood rice farming population 
includes sixty- one rice farmers; eleven are Negroes, the remainder,white. 
The total number of laborers employed range around one hundred seventy- five. 
Approximately one hundred twenty of these are Negroes. The remainder are 
Mexican. This study will include all Negro operators, twenty-one white 
operators, and a representative lahor sample. It will not include an 
account of the Nexican migratory laborers or any influence they might have. 
The study begins with the rice season, March 194 and follows through 
to January 1949, at which time the bulk of the laborer will have been 
layed off. 
Tne analysis iE not presented with en effort to offer a solution to 
any problem involed. It is an effort to set forth comparatively and 
analytically the results of a study of relationships between Begroes and 
12 
Whites in a rice-cultural area. 
Method of Investigation: In developing this problem, careful examina­
tion of documents, both official and unfficial were made. County records, 
statistical reports, farm records and accounts furnish a source of data 
concering area, size and product of farms. Extensive interviews and re­
ports of farmer's organizations were used to reveal information. Both con­
trolled and uncontrolled observ ation were made for source material in con­
nection with a schedule to record, classify and unify data. All data re­
corded and observed were tabulated and analized from which generalizations 
were drawn. The conclusions reveal themselves. 
Signifies nee of Stuay: There ere different opinions of the type and 
extent of relationships which exist between Negroes and whites in rural 
areas. Writers differ in their estimation of the quality and quanity of 
adjustment the Negro has made to the economic and social conditions which 
surround him. Marjorie K. Rawlings, in" Cross Creek" says, "The Negro 
is childish, unreliable and independable. He is backed up by a defence 
mechanism. He escapes the lowness of poverty ana the puzzle of living 
in the Saturday night spree." Another view shows that whites are able 
to see that the Negro is not really different from any other man, even 
though tney live in a singular relationship to each other: but because 
of his suppressed position, the Negro has assumed it expedient to play 
on the vacilliating and conflicting values held by the whites.̂  
Charlotte Smith, "Negro-White Race Experiences", Sociology and Social 
Research. Volume XXIX: June 1945. pp. 459, 464. 
15 
This study was prompted by a desire to test these views in regard to 
a particular cultural group. It may be useful in furnishing informa­
tion to administrative agencies. It represents a pioneer study of a 
culture group engaged in rice.farming in Texas. So far as the writer 
has been able to find , no other study on this subject ha.a been made 
by any other college of Texas. 
14 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 01' DATA 
Colorado County is a level south central Texas county, sixty miles 
from the Gulf of Mexico. It is bisected from the north to the south by 
the Colorado River. It was created in 1856 as one of the origional 
counties of Texas. Its altitude ranges from 150 to 400 feet and has a 
growing season of 76 days. The chief resources of the county are oil, 
gravel end sand. It is one of the top rice producing counties of Texas, 
yielding 440,575 barrels annually. The county is a wild fowl and game 
reservation, attracting hunters guring season. The Old Spanish Trail 
crosses the county from southeast to northwest. 
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Generally business, industrial or trade centers are influenced by 
the physical structure of an area. They are also influenced by the for­
ces which generate wherever people are thrown into relationships. 
Rural Population of County; The total population of Colorado Coun­
ty is rural. There is a tendency for the inhabitants to concentrate in 
the towns, rather than to live on the farm iarris in the open country. 
This tendency is greater, however, among the white farmers than among 
Negro farmers. More than 42 per cent of the county's population of 
17, 812 live in the towns of Columbus, Eagle Lake and Leimer. The 
farms are maintained by laborers of the villages who are transported 
to and from work each day. Many farmers have migrated to cities dur­
ing the past five years that the trend has been the greatest. 
15 
A aeciine in population has been accompanied by an increase in size of' 
farms. The city markets have stimulated truck farming and poultry-rais-
ln£> flthough not so much so as in surrounding counties. Of all farm 
laborers drawing wages, 85.6 per cent are male. 
Table I 
Employment Distribution of Male Population According to Race 
All ages 
Male over 14 
employed 







































Table I shows a total male population of 8,980. A greater percentage 
of male white population over 14 years of age are employed in agriculture 
than are Negroes of that group. The total population of the county include 
12,352 whites as compared to 5,460 Negroes. The United States Agricultural 
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Population Chr recteristicŝ of̂ Gommimity: In the viliage of 
16 
three per cent of the five hundred inhabitants are Negroes. In the 
eleven miles of open country between Garwood and Altair the population 
is almost one hundred per cent Negroes. They are centered around e com­
munity known as Vox Populi. This community maintains a junior high school, 
a store, two recreation halls, and e rodeo arena. The greater percentage 
of whites live in the open country between Nada and Garwood.* 
There are no white laborers, except members of the families of opera­
tors. The ages of white operators range from twenty to seventy years. The 
ages of Negro operators range from twelve to sixty-five years. The median 
age of white operators of farms is 4̂ .4 years as compared with 36.4 years 
for Negro operators. The ages of laborers range from 12 to 56 years. 
Table II 
Distribution of Farm Laborers 
According to Age 
1 -
Age Total Laborers 
For White For Negro 
Operators Operators 
12-17 5 2 5 
18-23 18 8 10 
24-29 v 13 7 5 
30-35 1 0 , 1 
36-41 8 6 2 
42-47 1 1 
48-55 5 5 
54-59 1 1 
Total 51 30 21 
The laborers for Negro operators are younger men than those for 
whites. Almost 50 per cent are between the ages of 18 and 23 years, 
while 66.6 per cent of the laborers for white operators are more than 
location of these towns consult map of the county, appendix p. 38 
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24 years old. This fact is shown in Table II. 
Table III 
Distribution of Laborers and Operators 
According to Marital Status 



















11 100.0 7 63.6 3 27.2 1 9.0 
White 
Operators 
21 100.0 18 80.9 o 8.6 1 4.5 
Laborers for 
Negroes 
21 100.0 7 66.6 14 33.3 - -
Laborers for 
whites 
30 100.0 18 60.0 12 40.0 -
One of the basic requirements for every individual is a feeling of 
security in family life as well as in economic situations. A large propor­
tion of the middle and upper income group of both Negroes and whites main­
tain family life. Of the total number of Negro operators, 6b.6 per cent 
are married as compared to 86.9 per cent for whites. Thirty laborers were 
interviewed who worked for whites; 60.0 per cent were heads of households. 
Of the twenty-one workers for Negroes, 66.6 per cent were married. This is 
shown in Table III. Dependents of white operators average .76 as compared 
with the average of 1.64 for Negro operators. Laborers working for whites 
have an average of 1.5b dependents compared with the average of .67 for' the 
younger men who work for Negro operators. 
Migratory waves which prevailed in many communities of the South durinj 
World „er I ana II did not affect this rice faming section. Only a few 
young men were enlisted for military service, as they were exempted for far, 
18 
labor. Only a very small per cent left the area for employment in indus­
tries in larger cities. Since the general trend was toward the large city 
no laborers from other sections came in that would influence the culture 
of this community. All farmers were born within a radius of twenty mires 
of where they now reside. Of the twenty-one white operators included in 
this study, only two were natives of other counties. Although all Negro 
operators are natives of this area, only four hundred fifty acres of the 
lena. now in cultivation are owned by thera. This condition may be attri­
buted to the former plantation system of farm operation which prevailed in 
this section prior to 1930. 
The present Negro farmer of this section is not a share cropper wand­
ering from one place to another with his family end household goods look­
ing for a place to live. He may stili sing old songs or tell old tales, 
but not on delapideted porcnes of huts belonging to a landlord, as did his 
fore lathers. All are home owners, except one, who lives in a home with 
his parents. Nine homes contain five rooms each; one has six rooms. There 
are bathrooms, with hot and cold water in 40 per cent of the homes; five 
have telephones; all have electric lights and water indoors. The tax value 
of these homes range from #2,700 to #4,500. This is shown in Table IV. 
Homes of white operators are valued from #6,000 to #40,000, with an average 
oi nine rooms each. Their homes are equipped with all modern conveniences. 
White and colored alike have discarded traditional style rural homes with 
steep roofs and long porches across the front. The individual who builds 
now constructs the modern ranch-style home, decorated with imitation blinds. 
The Negro farmer is contented with a frame house, many of which are painted 
white with red trimming. The whites will invariably stucco their houses or 
19 
Table IV 
Negro ana White Farm Operators 

































































































































Number not reported 
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During the past year there was a rapid increase in the number of 
homes bought or built by laborers. Most of these homes are smaller than 
those of the operators and not as well equipped with modern conveniences. 
About 20 per cent of the laborers still live on farms of operators. Gar­
dening among the Negro inhabitants of the villages is an avocation of the 
past, hven in the farm rural area, there is nothing to sugge. t that garaen-
ing takes on the proportions of a major auxiliary occupation. The charac­
teristic yard is a bare lot, with perhaps a few flowers set in a bea sur­
rounded by an old automobile tire. 
ECONOMIC STRUCTURE 01 COMMUNITY 
The Garwood rice farming section is a nearly level area of land, west 
of the Colorado River, in Colorado County. It is about twenty miles from 
Columbus, the county, seat and includes near one hundred square miles of 
land. It is centered around the village of Garwood, whose chief industri­
es are rice drying, storage and shipping. Farm lands reach south to Nada, 
a village of two hundred-fifty population, and north to Altair, a community 
whose population is fifty. The central village of Garwood includes a 
population'of five hundred or more. It is the third largest rice produc­
ing area of ±exas with about thirty thousand rice acreage, producing eight 
to ten barrels per acre. 
size and ienure oi Iarms? The amount of land farmed by each operator 
depends upon the number of acres that are available for rent. Negro 
farms range in size from thirty-five to four hundred fifty acres. Table 
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IV (p. 18) shows that the average size is 178.2 acres with a total acre­
age of 1,805. White operators cultivate a total acreage of 11,465; sizes 
ranging from two hundred to two thousand iive hundred acres. Their average 
size farm is 881.9 acres. 
Rice farming is a relatively new industry for Negroes in this area, 
having made its advent shortly before World War II. The oldest Negro op­
erator has a tenure of only nine years. The average farmer has operated 
5.9 years. Whites began rice farming twenty-seven years ago, when most 
of the section was occupied by large cotton plantations. The average ten­
ure for white operators is 9.6 years. 
operation Technique: The planting season begins in March. The land 
is prepared by breaking with a tilder plow. After two weeks it is disced 
and levies plowed in. Seed rice is then planted with a drill in rows about 
two inches apart. Farmers alio . about eight days for the seed to come up. 
hen rice plants are about eight inches tall, three or four inches of water 
is let in on them, water is drained off every four we°ks and the soil is 
d to dry out completely in order that the roots may receive air and 
preveno rotting. This process is repeated every three months. hen the 
seeds on the stalks are fully developed, the land is drained and harvest­
ing begins. If it is thrased it is out with a binding machine which ties 
it into bundles. It is then shocked by laborers and allowed to diy in the 
sun: after which a machine separates the heads from the straw, throwing 
the seeds into a hopper box, from which it is carried by trucks to the ship­
ping point. If the crop is combined the machine cuts the rice, thrashes 
It. ana blows the grain into trucks in one operation. It is then carried 
to a rice drier where three to four days are required before it is ready for 
shipping. D rying cost is fifty cents per barrel. Farm equipment costs 
are as follows: 
Tilder plows  ̂ gyO 
Drill Planters 5qq 
Disc Plows 3Q0 
Binding machines 480 
Tractors for pulling plows 800-̂ 1,200 
Combines 4,500-5,000 
Thrashing machines 1,800-2,000 
• shite operators, on the average, own more equipment then negroes 
since their farm acreage is larger, as shown in Table IV (p. 18). 
nabor Policies: Division of labour brings with it a tendency to cause 
different groups to separate themselves from others. The system of rank, 
with regard to the different categories of skills, has served as a basis for 
wage scales. The use of Negroes in the sphere of art and mechanics began 
during the slave period. Along with the production of raw materials there 
grew a need for certain equipment for handling, moving and shipping the 
products. This factor brought about a demand for skilled labor. Because 
it was more economical, the South trained Negroes in many different trades. 
The same policy has been adapted in many sections today. 
Negroes are used as foreman, mechanics, and time-keepers by white oper-
thi„ c-rea. of the fifty-one laborers interviewed, three were employ­
ed as skilled laborers. They were a foreman, time-keeper and a mechanic, 
oemi-skill include those who drive trucks end operate farm machinery. This 
number varies with the type of work being done during different periods of 
> ..on. icfble V and VI show that there were sixteen semi-skilled labor­
ers employed by white operators as compared to seven employed by Negroes. 
The use of the combine in harvest has decreased the number of unskilled work­
ers required by 50 per cent. Only three semi-skilled workmen are required 
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to each combine that harvests five hundred barrels of rice per day. 
Table V 
Distribution of Laborers for White Operators According 
to Days of Employment 




Laborers by classes 
Skill Serni-Skij.1 Unskill 
Less than 30 6.2 - 2 -
30-49 9.1 2 1 -
50-69 12.1 - 3 1 
70-89 12.1 - 4 -
90-109 15.1 - - 5 
110-129 24.2 - 2 6 
More than 130 21.2 1 4 o d 
Total 10G.0 3 16 14 
Days of employment tend to vary according to the type of labor per­
formed ana the race of operator for whom services are rendered. In the 
group of laborers employed by whites, 21.2 percent were employed more 
than one hundred ten days. Only 13.5 per cent worked less then fifty days, 
as shown in table V. Of the group employed by Negro operators, 14.3 per 
cent worked more then ninety days during the year. These circumstances 
may be attributed to the facts that the Negro operates a smaller farm, end 
that he does much of the labor himself. 
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Table VI 
Distribution of Laborers for Negro Operators According 
to Days of Employment 




Laborers bv Glasses 
Skill Semi-skill Un skill 
Less than 50 4.5 _ 1 
50-49 28.4 2 4 
50-69 19.0 _ 2 2 
70-89 14.5 _ 3 
90-109 23.8 _ 5 2 
110-129 9.5 - 2 
More than 150 4.6 - - 1 
Total 100.0 0 8 14 
Negro operators hired no skilled laborers. This fact indicates that 
they managed the farms themselves, that they or members of their families 
also repaired machinery end kept books. 
"ages for skilled laborers varied. The foremen's salary is LI,875 
for the year. The mechanic is paid $12 per day while employed as a mechanic. 
The time-keeper's wages range from $10 to $12 per day for thirty days of 
time keeping service during harvesting season. Semi-skilled laborers are 
paid $7 to $8 per day, and unskilled are paid from $5 to $6 per day. Both 
Negro and white operators pay the same wages, the scale having been set 
by the Rice Growers Association. 
Rice farming is a relative new industry for Negroes as compared to 
whites. lor that reason, the tenure of laborers is comparatively shorter. 
To.ble /II shows that out of the total number of laborers employed by Negro oper 
ators, 57 per cent have tenures of less than four years as compared to thir­
teen for those employed by whites. Ninety per cent of the laborers employed 
by Negro operators have tenures of less than six years, while 57 per cent of 
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those employed by whites have worked more than six years; 6.6 per cent 
have tenures of more than sixteen years. Of the total number of laborers 
employed by Negro operators, 35 per cent have been employed between four 
and six years compared to 30 per cent of the total number for whites. 
Ten per cent of the laborers have tenures of 7 to 9 years with Negro op­
erators, while 27 per cent of laborers working for whites have been employ­
ed from 7 to 9 years. 
Table VII 
Per Cent Distribution of Laborers According to Years 
of Tenure 
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4 - 6  



















Total 200.0 iuC* C 100.0 
This longer tenure would seem to indicate s superior knowledge of the 
fa™ operation technique and possibly account for the absence of close 
supervision of laborers on most farms of whites. It was observed that the 
process of cultivation continued for several days at a time without in­
spection having been made by the operator. In such instances one of the 
Older laborers served as foreman, taking charge of the operations and dis-
tributing the payroll. 
To General Cultnr^^p^tern.-rrft°grapny« T^moprf.phy and Occupational 
^6 ft o 
library 
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However skeptical one may be of the attainment 
of universal truths, one can never deny that philos­
ophical study means the habit of always seeing an al­
ternative, of not taking the usual for granted, for 
making conventionalities fluid again, of imagining 
foreign states of mind. In other ords it means the 
possession of mental prospective William James 
A cultural pattern cannot be analized adequately apart from its 
geographical setting. Individual purpose, aspirations, needs, and so 
on originate, mature in and are affected by their relation to the en­
vironment. The amount of opportunity available, and the amplitude of 
life depends very largely upon the resources within the physical layout 
of the community, While its influence is powerful, it is in turn modi­
fied by persons, groups community and culture. 
Geographic determinism was clarified during the fifteenth century, 
by a arench philosopher, Joan Bodin. It was enlarged by Rousseau, when 
he concluded that such geographical factors as climate end soil in­
fluence civilization: laws, commerce and communication, which in turn 
influence prejudices. The location of this community, and its surface 
features are the most influential factors accounting for the type and 
extent of its culture. Its location on the Colorado River gives excess 
to water needed for irrigation purposes. Its nearly level surface makes 
rice farming more convenient than if the surface was more rugged. The 
sandy soil is also an advantage to the farming industry. 
with the break-up of the plantation system of farming and later the 
decline in demand and prices of cotton, rice-farming became a very profitable 
industry. Laborers were available, surplus capital was on hand for machinery 
and other necessary equipment. The combination of landowners set the ma- ' 
chinery for management in operation for forming the Rice Growers Association, 
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whose combined resources constructed the river pumping plant and suffi­
cient canals to water more than 30,000 acres of farm land. The decline 
in cotton farming had displaced laborers whose philosophy of life had 
been built upon the background of dependency upon whites. These laborers 
welcomed the opportunity of shifting, along with the operators from a 
falling econoi.y to one of stability. 
PATTERNS OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEGRO AND ..HITS OPERATORS 
Negro and white farmers of the South are in a better position to 
bring about mutual understanding, cooperation and accomodation than the 
two groups are in industry. There is a common language which makes com­
munication easy. There is the common economic task of wresting subsis­
tence from the soil. They sympathize with each other during poor crop 
years and rejoice when the harvest is abundant. 
Symbiotic Relations; The common bond between the rice farmers of 
this area is the cooperative use of machinery, especially the more expen­
sive pieces. The eleven Negro and sixteen white operators shared the use 
of sixteen combines. Combines and trucks move in groups of four or five 
irom one farm to another, and in a few hours the crop is harvested. This 
method lessens the falling of grain when the heads are ripened. Less than 
5 per cent of the farmers used binders and separators in the harvesting 
process. ent for combines is #1 per acre. It is a relatively new piece 
of machinery in this section, cutting time of harvesting as well as the 
number of laborers to a great per cent. 
en conditions where the crop is shared the landowner furnishes the land, 
water a.ncl seed—rice for farming. The operator is responsible for labor 
&nd farming equipment; hauling and drying. Two Negro farmers are part 
owners, who pay cash for land and water rent. Land rents for #12 per 
acre ana water #11 per acre. One Negro in full owner paying only water 
rent. Instances wnere relif'ts are necessary for raising the water to a 
higher altitude, the equipment is furnished by the operator. In the 
group of white operators included in this study, four are full owners, 
two are part owners. One a manager; the remaining fourteen are tenant farm­
ers. The conditions.of operation are the same as for Negroes. 
Operctor,., readily lend their laborers to each other, wages being paid 
by the operator using them. Previous agreement is made on the days each 
will use the machinery and laborers, depending on the crop readiness for 
harvest. It is the practice of most Negro operators to work with their 
-Laborers. Therefore the white farmers receives the services of Negro farm 
operators often at unskilled labor wage rate. The Negro tenant farmer is 
expected to lend his services to the landlord when he is not working with 
his own crop. Their service is a part of. the condition on which he is able 
to obtain land for rent. Prior to planting season he is expected to trans­
port seed-rice from a shipping point for himself and the landlord. This ad­
ditional service is requested only of the younger operators, who in turn 
offer the service to other farmers. The final result is that the Negro 
assumes the responsibility of making the purchase of all seed-rice. He is 
paid * the sack for hauling the seeds, thereby increasing his net income. 
it is an advantage to the operators to use labor furnished by a con­
tractor since it saves him the time and expense of locating, hiring and 
transporting workmen to the job. It also saves the operator time that would 
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be spent in supervising work. There is the general tendency for workmen 
in a large group of "lague" on the job when unsupervised. Hie contractor 
rents the necessary equipment and hires the amount of labor needed to 
harvest the crops for a price that nets a profit for himself. 
The picture of the tenant today in this farming village is not so dis­
mal as that of the traditional tenant in cotton culture. Then it was the 
rule for the owner to let out parcels of land for a share of the crop. The 
owner supplied the tools, machinery and seeds. In return the tenant agreed 
to give stipulated share of the crop. Often landlords advanced food and 
v. 
clothing, as well as living quarters. These were charged against the tenant's 
share of the crop. The landowner kept the books, operated the supply store 
and sold the crop. The tenant was at the mercy of the landlord, for lav; 
no custom prevented his moving before all debts were paid. In as much as 
6b per cent of the Negro tenants included on this stuay pay cash rent for 
land in advance their obligations to the landlord governed to a great ex­
tent by their own conception of justice. 
The cooperation of the Negro farmer is solicited by the white members 
of tne Rice Growers Association. The purpose of this organization is not 
only to set the wage scale, but to locate a market for the crop, bargain 
for prices, purchase fertilizer and solve any other problem which affects 
the group. Candidates desiring offices in the association capaign among 
Negro members for their support. No member of the Negro group has made an 
effort to become an official of the associat on. 
person; 1 del; tions: These operators have the advantage of long ac­
quaint; rices and previous associations. Prior to their present positions, 
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99 per cent of the Negro operators were employed by white farmers. Through 
initiative and ambition on their part, they were able to obtain the land 
on which they now farm. For the first year of operation, the landowner 
recommends the individual to the bank for credit. If, at the end of the 
season, he is in a position.to return the amount secured, he has established 
a credit rating for himself. It was stated by a banker that the Negro's 
business was more to be sought than that of white operators due to the fact 
that Negroes tend to continue to use bank credit each year for financing their 
crops, paying 8 per cent interest. White operators have the tendency to 
finance their o-m crops after the first year from savings. 
The type of personal relations existing between the Negro and white 
farmer is further shown by the fact that livestock for performances in 
rodeos are owned by whites. They are loaned, often without cost to the Negro 
farmer who owns the arena, .vhites often participate in the rodeos by rid­
ing in the parade, adding to the prize money and offering protecting to 
wagering. There is no segregated parking for whites who attend these rodeos. 
Treats are exchanged and congratulations extended to winners by whites. 
There is evidence that most of the families know ana understand each 
other. They may be heard "kidding" and using first names without the 
slightest feeling of being on the defensive. Ail places of business make 
provision lor serving Negroes and whites eating and drinking while conversing 
at the same counter. The general tendency is for the whites to pay the bill. 
It was observed, however, , that in each instance the invitation for the drink 
together was extended Dy the white farmer. This familiarity is shown to­
ward women and children also. 
/ 
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PATTERNS OF RELATIONSHIP BLTviEEN NEGRO OPERATORS 
AND LABORERS 
Through competition each individual maintains his position in life, 
and through cooperation with others achieves mastery over his environment 
and his competitor. The most outstanding tendency of the Negro of this 
area during the past ten years is to enter the farming industry as an 
operator. This position places him in an economic and social position where 
he can participate in dictating labor policies, working conditions and 
wage scales -which effect the members of his o n racial group. In as much 
as he is t member of the association which establishes labor policies, end 
also a member of the racial group who must accept the result of these policies, 
his business strategy is tempered with sympathy end understanding. Only a 
year hex ore he became operator, he too, was a loborer, competing with labor­
ers for existence. 
bymbiotic Relationships: Services rendered laborers are limited by the 
economxc status of the Negro farmer and includes those types which involve 
the least financial loss or risk. It is the general practice for operators 
to furnish transportation to and from work. This service is necessary be­
cause of the distance most of the farm land is from the villages in which 
the laborer reside. Laborers are usually picked up at six o'clock in the 
morning ana returned at six in the afternoon, after having labored from 
ten to eleven hours. Thos laborers who live too far away to be transported 
each day, find it more convenient to secure rooms in one of the villages 
nearer during the season of employment. Operators are instrumental in 
securing rooms, houses, and boarding places for those workers. 
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It is an advantage to some laborers to secure employment under & 
contractor. The harvesting season is becomming increasingly shorter 
because of the combine. At the beginning of the season the contractor 
hires laborers, according to the number of acres of rice he has agreed 
to harvest for other farmers. This process gives the worker steadier 
employment, longer tenure and eleminetee the task of job hunting. The 
practice also adds to the prestige of the Negro operator as a competitor 
of the white farmer for recognition. 
Person;! "elftions: Negro operators furnish references and assist 
workmen in establishing credit rating at stores, but shift.the risk of 
financial loss to the creditor. In the instance where the opera.tor is 
also the proprietor of a store, credit is easily secured by a. laborer 
ypon assurance that he is employed, or v. ill be employed during the season. 
Once honesty and capability of a laborer is established his credit rating 
becomes equal to that of some of the operators. 
Laborers who work for Negroes show a preference for negro employers. 
This preference seems to indicate that a choice has been made. They 
are either indifferent to the iacr: of c.ccornodc.tions, in the form of loans, 
or place great value on the absence of caste and almost complete absence 
cle.ss element in the pattern of social relations, it is only in family 
lxfe that Negro society has a structure of formal and informal associations 
integrated into t functional unity which relates to the class system, 
xt is b; sed not so much on economic circumstances, as upon behavior patterns. 
"Class" to them is a group of persons who associate together because of 
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similarity of moral standards. 
The Negro mtde population places less value on moral standards as 
a basis for companionship, therefore the class system is broken down 
almost completely. There is no exclusive social circle based on position. 
Family background is of little importance. Operators anc laborers at­
tend the same places of amusement and participate in the same amusements. 
The class line is drawn only when members of their families are involved, 
or when groupings axe intended to be of formal nature. The greatest 
single factor for acquiring recognition is appearance and model of car 
owned by an individual. The N gro farmer finds himself faced with making 
a choice of displaying his economic success by owning an expensive car and 
that of pretending to be in poorer circumstances in order to present no 
threat to the prestige of his white competitor in the ffirming industry, 
host recreational facilities provided by Negro operators are comercial 
in nature, either directly or indirectly. They consist mostly of dances, 
games and rodeos. Even if the privilege of dancing is free, drinks and 
food are sold. Just before the harvest season, th operators combine their 
resources and give a picnic, to which the public is invited. Transporta­
tion is furnished for those who desire it. Barbecue, salad and drinks are 
served free. Contacts are made and good will is established among the 
laborers which serve as an economic.advantage to operators in gaining and 
holding desired workmen. It is a great disadvantage to s.ny Negro 'operator 
to acquire the reputation of being selfish, biggity, "smart" or unfair in 
his dealings with workmen. These characteristics have less effect when 
applied to the wliiet operator. 
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PATTERNS OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WHITE OPERATORS 
AND LABORERS 
The Negro is traditionally represented as a happy, carefree individual, 
who comforts himself in all the trials of life by song ana dance. He has 
found it advantageous to do so. The majority of laborers, whatever may 
be their cheerful exterior, are constantly preoccupied with problems of 
insecurity in every form; economic, social and personal. Some know not where 
to turn: •..•heth r to remain with the whites, who have plenty to give, or to 
take whatever they have and try to build for themselves. If ho contemplat­
es entering competition with the masses in industrial areas, he is headic. pp-
ed by lack of skill, education and general intelligence. He knows the farm, 
the farmer and the technique of farming: therefore he remains on the farm 
and seeks security there. 
Personal attitudes which have been for two centuries and a half in pro­
cess of growth have become an integral part of the psychology of both white 
and Negro. The Negro, especially of the lower income laborer group, tends 
to look up to the white man as superior and the white man continues to look 
upon the majority of Negroes as inferior and as children. But gradually 
and by degrees the old patterns disappear and a new order takes its place. 
Nith the death of the last of plantation owners, sentimental bonds are 
weakened, and a rise in economic status has brought an increased number of 
Negroes into competition with whites, to the extent that the Laboring class 
of whites have been dispelled, completely. 
symbiotic ons: White operators are in a position to offer more 
accomodations to laborers, even in transportation facilities. .All of the 
farmers provide special trucks for this purpose. They turn the trucks over 
to « driver, provide for its upkeep and the driver has use of it at all times. 
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In several instances operators have given cars to laborers as extra 
compensation for services rendered. 
Two of the land owners have houses on their farms that were formerly, 
occupied by sharecroppers during the years when cotton culture was pre­
dominant. In the season when more laborers are required, operators permit 
laborers, who do not have places to stay, to live in vacant houses without 
cost. Several of the workmen who do not own homes in the villages live 
permanently in these houses. Some of the houses are wired for electricity 
and have electric pump wells. In as much as no rent is charged they must 
be kept up by the occupants. 
In spite of a longer tenure of labor end steadier employment, laborers 
constantly make use of the privilege of borrowing in advance of pay day. 
This accomodation is requested more often by the younger worker than by the 
older worker with heavier family responsibilities. The greater persentage 
of these laborers express a preference for working for white operators 
because of this accomodation. 
Personal eiations: Racial attitudes are expressed more vividly through 
personal relations. These attitudes generally are not so readily to be ob­
tained from spoken opinions as from actual behavior in racial situations. 
It is certain that all Negroes do not feel the same intensity of bitterness 
and resentment towards whites as others. Personal relations are estranged 
in localities where the struggle for survival, is hampered by hostility on 
the part of whites. The Negro's attitude, generally, has been characterized 
by a defensive psychology. He accepts a job, usually for lower wages, and 
is disillusioned or protests only when loans, gifts or extra accomodations 
fail to be made. 
vk'hite operators, knowing this characteristic of the lower income group, 
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take advantage of it by occassionally buying boots for certain laborers, 
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giving presents at Christmas time, lending his fine horses or old cars 
to workman. He responds readily when one of iris laborers has violated a 
law, by prying his fine or going on bond. If legal counsel is necessary 
or testimony needed, it too, is furnished by the operator. In return 
for such accomodations many Negroes virtually sell themselves to their 
employers. Such persons have little choice of when to work, how many 
hours to work per day or whether they will work for another operator. It 
is only when the worker' s plans for himself conflict with those of the 
operator that the dept is mentioned. The workmen who make use of these 
extra accomodations least, aire no more obligated to their white employers 
than are those workmen .ho are employed by Negroes. In either instance, 
personal accomodations bear a close relationship to economic advantages. 
In the patterns of relationship between white operators and laborers, 
the operation of the caste system is more pronounced than in operator to 
operator patterns. There is less content between the white operators and 
most laborers than between operators of the two races, personal or otherwise, 
regardless of the many accomodations offered by the whites. Plans for 
farming are given to the foreman in charge. Most laborers only come in per­
sonal contact with their employers on pay day or .hen an advance in wages is 
being requested. No serious conflict in labor management policies, racial 
attitude or estrangement could be observed. The laborer seeraed content with 
his position and expressed no desire to attempt farm operation for himself, 
because he does not choose the responsibilities involved. It is the general 
opinion of whites that Negroes are treated right. They believe that the 
are paying sufficient wages end that Negroes are getting along nicely. 
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CHAPTLR III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
This study of relationship patterns in the rice farming culture 
"surrounding Garwood, Texas is an account of attitudes existing between 
two races, Negroes and whites; and between two social classes, farm op­
erators and laborers, as expressed through accomodations, social and la­
bor policies. Because of the advantageous location of the ares, and avail­
ability of labor, rice farming has.become a profitable industry. 
The area has developed, a cultural structure peculisr to other com­
munities in its vicinity. It is composed of whites only of higher econo­
mic status and Negroes. The average worker is relatively young, single 
and without economic responsibility, other than partial support of himself. 
The average farm operator is married, but has a small family. The popula­
tion has tended to remain constant regardless of migratory trends which 
accompanied .orld .<ar I and II. The socio-economic status of operators in 
both ratces is reflected in an increase in home reconstructions ana moderni­
zations. In this process Negro operators rank low in comparison with the 
'whites, in the values of homes constructed. I any laborers follow the trad­
itional pattern of living on the farms of white operators, rather than pay­
ing rent or purchasing homes in near by villages. 
Due to ownership of the land and controll of the industrial equipment 
by whites, Negroes were excluded from farm operation until recently. Because 
the high cost of farm operation and increased value of farm machinery, it 
has been an advantage to the Negro operator to obtain bank credit even un-
uer the adverse conditions necessary to receive the land—owners recommenda­
tions. Ninety—three per cent of Negro operators and seventy—one per cent 
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of the whites operate their farms on tenant basis, either paying cash 
for rents or sharing the crops. The farm of the Negro is small when 
compared to that of a white operator. All laborers are Negroes and receive 
?/ages ranging from ^>5 to pi2 per day. 
As a result of this study certain conclusions can be drawn. Since 
there is little or no differences in patterns of relationships existing 
between the white operator-to-white operator and that of white operator-
to-Negro operator, except those which are of economic advantage to both; 
the economic and social advancement made by these eleven Negroes follows 
the general trend of the southern Negro as a whole in his increase in 
effort to secure freedom and equality and rid himself of white rule and 
exploitation. This study further substantiates the fact that the Negro 
if given am opportunity to raise his economic status, will in proportion, 
elevate himself to a higher social status, thereby demanding recognition 
and respect of both Negroes and Vhites. The status of the Negro depends 
largely on the attitude of the white citizens in the community in which 
they live. 
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A. Personal Identification 
1. Pace ( ) 
a. Negro ( ) White ( ) check which 
2 .  Occupations1 Status 
a. Operator ( ) Laborer ( ) check which 
3. Age ( ) 
4. Marital Status 
a . -  Married ( ) Single ( ) check which 
b. Number of dependents ( ) 
5. Personal Habitation 





B. Occupational Data 
1. Operator 
Type of Operator Number of No. Yrs. of Explain conditions 
acres operation of operation 
Full owner ( ) 
Part owner ( ) " ~ " 
Manager ( ) ~ 
Tenant ( ) " 
A. Additional space for explanation 
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2. Services Rendered Other Operators: (explain) 
3. Accomodations Required of Other Operators: (explain) 
4. Data Concerning Employment Policy 
ho. of workers Type of labor „age rate Da. per yr. Tenure 





5. Accomodations , endered the Laborers 
a. Transportation ( ) 
b. Housing 
(l) Type (check which) 
(a.) Rooms ( ) 
(b) Dwelling ( ) 
(c) Explain conditions: 
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c. Financial Accomodations 
(1) Loans in Advance of Pay Day ( ) 
(2) Remarks: 
d. Other Accomodations 
(l) explain: 
C. Labor rs: 
i. Staitus and Tenure 
Type of labor Wages received Days work No. Years 
per year tenure 
( ) Skill _per 
( ) Semi 
( ) Unskill 
Total 
Accomodations Received of Operators 
a. Transportation ( ) 
(i) Explain: 
b. Housing ( ) 
(l) Explain 
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(c) Financial Loans in Advance of Pay Day 
(1) Explain 
(d) Explain any other accomodations: 
3. Race of Operator (check which) 
a. Negro ( ) White ( ) 
b. Preference: Negro ( ) White ( ) Either ( ) 
(l) State reasons for choice: 
D. Description of Home: 
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